Attract New Patients. Maintain Control Over Your Schedule.

Health care consumers want fast, convenient access to care and are increasingly going online to schedule their appointments. It’s projected that 64% of patients will use digital tools to book their appointments by the end of 2019. Your practice may not have the resources to implement an online scheduling solution to address this. Banner|Aetna is working with DocASAP, a leading patient access and engagement platform, to offer online appointment scheduling that is a minimal cost and time investment for Banner|Aetna providers.

DocASAP’s intelligent online appointment scheduling solution gives practices an additional access channel to potentially increase patient acquisition while decreasing staff time spent on booking appointments. DocASAP can also navigate patients to alternate providers within the practice when their preferred provider isn’t available. Providers will maintain full control over their schedule. Practices will also be supporting Banner|Aetna’s efforts in providing members access to care and scheduling coordination.

DocASAP’s intelligent patient navigation and accurate online scheduling helps match patients with the right provider and care setting at the right time. The solution is designed to seamlessly interface with practice management systems, giving patients a real-time view of a provider’s available schedule. DocASAP can replicate front office rules, workflows and protocols.
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Banner|Aetna is the brand name used for products and services provided by Banner Health and Aetna Health Insurance Company and Banner Health and Aetna Health Plan Inc. Health benefits and health insurance plans are offered and/or underwritten by Banner Health and Aetna Health Insurance Company and/or Banner Health and Aetna Health Plan Inc. (Banner|Aetna). Each insurer has sole financial responsibility for its own products. Banner Health and Aetna Health Insurance Company and Banner Health and Aetna Health Plan Inc. are affiliates of Banner Health and of Aetna Life Insurance Company and its affiliates (Aetna). Aetna and Banner Health provide certain management services to Banner|Aetna.

This material is for information only. Health benefits and health insurance plans contain exclusions and limitations. Providers (including Banner Health Network Nurse On-Call) are independent contractors and are not agents of Banner|Aetna. Provider participation may change without notice. Banner|Aetna does not provide care or guarantee access to health care services. Information is believed to be accurate as of the production date; however, it is subject to change.